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Article abstract
Competency-based medical education (CBME) shifts us from static assessment of learning to developmental assessment for learning. However, implementation challenges associated with CBME remain a major hurdle, especially after training and into practice. The full benefit of developmental assessment for learning over time requires collaboration, cooperation, and trust among learners, regulators, and the public that transcends each individual phase. The authors introduce the concept of an “Education Passport” that provides evidence of readiness to travel across the boundaries between undergraduate medical education, graduate medical education, and the expanse of practice.

The Education Passport uses programmatic assessment, a process of collecting numerous low stakes assessments from multiple sources over time, judging these data using criterion-referencing, and enhancing this with coaching and competency committees to understand, process, and accelerate growth without end. Information in the Passport is housed on a cloud-based server controlled by the student/physician over the course of training and practice. These data are mapped to various educational frameworks such Entrustable Professional Activities or milestones for ease of longitudinal performance tracking. At each stage of education and practice the student/physician grants Passport access to all entities that can provide data on performance. Database managers use learning analytics to connect and display information over time that are then used by the student/physician, their assigned or chosen coaches, and review committees to maintain or improve performance. Global information is also collected and analyzed to improve the entire system of learning and care.

Developing a true continuum that embraces performance and growth will be a long-term adaptive challenge across many organizations and jurisdictions and will require coordination from regulatory and national agencies. An Education Passport could also serve as an organizing tool and will require research and high-value communication strategies to maximize public trust in the work.
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**Résumé**
La formation médicale fondée sur les compétences (FMFC) nous fait passer d’une évaluation statique à une évaluation évolutive de l’apprentissage. Cependant, les défis qui accompagnent sa mise en œuvre demeurent un obstacle majeur, en particulier après la formation et dans la pratique. Pour tirer pleinement parti de l’évaluation évolutive de l’apprentissage au fil du temps, il faut une collaboration, une coopération et une confiance entre les apprenants, les organismes de réglementation et le public qui transcendent chaque phase individuelle. Les auteurs présentent le concept de « passeport éducatif » en guise de titre attestant que l’on est prêt à franchir les frontières entre la formation médicale de premier cycle, la formation postdoctorale et l’étendue de la pratique.

Dans le passeport éducatif, on utilise l’évaluation programmatique, un processus qui consiste à rassembler de nombreuses évaluations à faible enjeu provenant de sources multiples au fil du temps, dont les données sont évaluées à l’aide de critères de référence et améliorées par un encadrement et un examen par des comités de compétences afin de comprendre, de développer et d’accélérer la croissance de façon continue. Les informations contenues dans le passeport sont hébergées sur un serveur nuagique contrôlé par l’étudiant/médecin au cours de sa formation et de sa pratique. Ces données sont cartographiées en fonction de divers cadres éducatifs comme les activités professionnelles confiables ou des jalons pour faciliter le suivi longitudinal des performances. À chaque étape de la formation et de la pratique, l’étudiant/médecin accorde l’accès au passeport à toutes les entités qui peuvent fournir des données sur ses performances. Les gestionnaires de la base de données utilisent l’analyse de l’apprentissage pour recouper et afficher les informations au fil du temps, informations qui sont ensuite utilisées par l’étudiant/médecin, les coaches qu’on lui a désigné ou qu’il a choisis, et les comités d’examen pour maintenir ou améliorer les performances. Des informations globales sont également recueillies et analysées pour améliorer l’ensemble du système d’apprentissage et de soins.

L’élaboration d’un véritable continuum qui englobe la performance et la croissance constituera un défi d’adaptation à long terme pour les organisations et les provinces, et nécessitera une coordination entre instances réglementaires à l’échelle du pays. Le passeport éducatif pourrait également servir d’outil d’organisation, mais il impliquera des recherches et des stratégies de communication importantes pour maximiser la confiance du public dans ce travail.
Introduction

Competency-based medical education (CBME) shifts us from a static assessment of learning to a developmental assessment for learning.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) However, implementation challenges associated with CBME, in particular developing and achieving competency outcomes across transitions from undergraduate medical education (UME) to graduate medical education (GME) to practice, remain a major hurdle. The full benefit of developmental assessment for learning requires a foundation of collaboration, cooperation, and trust among learners, regulators, and the public that transcends each individual phase. Post-training regulatory bodies should generate processes that are developmental in nature while simultaneously measuring performance and growth.

Using lessons learned from several UME and GME initiatives that involve data gathering, analytics, coaching, and handovers we introduce the concept of an “Education Passport” that provides evidence of readiness to travel across the boundaries between undergraduate medical education, graduate medical education, and the expanse of practice (Appendix A). Much of this work is grounded in programmatic assessment,\(^3\) a process of collecting numerous low stakes assessments from multiple sources over time, judging these data using criterion-referencing, and enhancing this with coaching and competency committees to understand, process, and accelerate growth.

Current state

Despite highly visible initiatives such as CanMEDS,\(^4\) Competence by Design,\(^5\) and the 13 Core Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) for entering residency,\(^7\) the continuum of medical education has yet to fully adopt the changes necessary for true longitudinal CBME.\(^6\) Rather, the stages of training have developed asynchronously to fill particular needs and numerous organizations now regulate a patchwork educational quilt.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) Medical professionals progress through loosely linked experiences poorly connected to outcomes. Nearly everyone making it to the later stages of training continues into practice,\(^9\) even when some should not,\(^10\)\(^-\)\(^12\) and few mechanisms exist to reliably measure performance and growth over the length of a career.

The experience for many before medical training includes adopting performance-based mindsets\(^13\) where students compete to achieve more than others to reach the next stage. Assessments of learning are rife with bias and variation (e.g., grades, entrance exams, standardized testing).\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^15\) and competition winsnows candidates along the way. It is expected that many will fail because many must fail as each successive stage has fewer available slots for people to inhabit. The system incentivizes students to be “better enough” than the next person and impels institutions to rank people in order to present “the best” to the next stage. Therefore, most incentives leading to medical school embrace a culture of normative comparisons, and there is little motivation to pass anything along to the next stage except for this summation.

Once medical school begins, the pressures remain the same. Students must continue to outperform others to gain coveted residencies. Growth or the need for growth under these circumstances is viewed as negative, something to be hidden under a “cloak of competence.”\(^16\) Hiding weaknesses and competing to gain the “best” residency positions are the dominant motivations within medical school, and only cursory summations of performance are communicated to the next level of training.\(^17\) The same tensions continue throughout residency and fellowship, and the problem deepens. In practice, the business of medicine demands the best clinical outcomes, the highest volume, the fastest throughput, the greatest patient satisfaction, the largest knowledge base, and the most innovative discoveries. Health systems typically display only their highest-ranking metrics, usually as point prevalence data,\(^18\)\(^-\)\(^20\) with little infrastructure or incentive to measure or report growth over time. Nearly all measurements focus on comparisons to others (norm referenced) rather than comparison to expected thresholds of performance (criterion referenced). These efforts are associated with significant harm across the continuum including burnout,\(^21\)\(^-\)\(^24\) shame,\(^25\)\(^,\)\(^26\) and even suicide.\(^27\) Clinical quality trails the enormous investments many nations make.\(^28\) Poor behaviors such as professionalism issues often continue unchecked through the system.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^29\) Unfortunately, remedies such as CBME (e.g., CanMeds, ACGME Milestone project), advances from accreditation and licensing bodies, or myriad burnout mitigation efforts have yet to change these outcomes.\(^30\)

Moving to a developmental process

Multiple interrelated educational approaches may provide guidance in addressing these questions. The Dreyfus model,\(^31\) representing a series of stages from novice to advanced beginner to competent to proficient to expert and master, lends itself to an educational continuum from...
Across the Continuum (EPAC) project performance can be found in the Educating Physician state of the distance travelled by the learner (growth) and the present performance ‘ends’ including graduations, board exams, and licensing procedures. Growth occurs within each of these defined periods, but it is generally not well-communicated between stages. However, measuring and reporting both performance and growth under one umbrella is inherent in the levels of the Drefyus Model, the challenges and triumphs of growth mindset, and the learning and assessing stages in master adaptive learning. Each of these concepts acknowledges and measures the distance travelled by the learner (growth) and the present state of the learner (performance). Real life examples of simultaneously measuring and reporting growth and performance can be found in the Educating Physician Across the Continuum (EPAC) project and the Observable Practice Activity (OPA) system of residency training. In EPAC, a broad coalition of educational leaders identified and developed a standard set of tools that complemented local assessment efforts to inform decisions about transition from UME to GME to fellowship or practice. These educators monitored entrustment trajectories through frequent review by a clinical competency committee (CCC, a concept first developed in GME). CCCs aggregate feedback on direct observations and assessments from myriad sources to chart developmental paths in order to adjust or create new learning opportunities and also to make judgements regarding transitions between educational phases. EPAC guaranteed residency spots to medical students when they were ready (which in many cases turned out to be faster than average), removing a powerful incentive for performance mindset and greatly incentivizing growth-minded behaviors. Licensing and regulatory bodies should look for similar incentives and disincentives in the structures and policies they oversee. In the OPA system, educators collect thousands of data points over time from multiple sources, plot these on a dashboard using learning analytics, and pair these plots with narrative assessment. A CCC then reviews these data to create learning plans for residents and their coaches to consider, and to make summary judgements about advancement, promotion, and graduation. As in EPAC, residents are incentivized to get information about their performance because this data helps them create plans for improvement.

Creating a true medical education continuum
At present, the medical education ‘continuum’ consists of many performance ‘ends’ including graduations, board exams, and licensing procedures. Growth occurs within each of these defined periods, but it is generally not well-communicated between stages. However, measuring and reporting both performance and growth under one umbrella is inherent in the levels of the Drefyus Model, the challenges and triumphs of growth mindset, and the learning and assessing stages in master adaptive learning. Each of these concepts acknowledges and measures the distance travelled by the learner (growth) and the present state of the learner (performance). Real life examples of simultaneously measuring and reporting growth and performance can be found in the Educating Physician Across the Continuum (EPAC) project and the Observable Practice Activity (OPA) system of residency training. In EPAC, a broad coalition of educational leaders identified and developed a standard set of tools that complemented local assessment efforts to inform decisions about transition from UME to GME to fellowship or practice. These educators monitored entrustment trajectories through frequent review by a clinical competency committee (CCC, a concept first developed in GME). CCCs aggregate feedback on direct observations and assessments from myriad sources to chart developmental paths in order to adjust or create new learning opportunities and also to make judgements regarding transitions between educational phases. EPAC guaranteed residency spots to medical students when they were ready (which in many cases turned out to be faster than average), removing a powerful incentive for performance mindset and greatly incentivizing growth-minded behaviors. Licensing and regulatory bodies should look for similar incentives and disincentives in the structures and policies they oversee. In the OPA system, educators collect thousands of data points over time from multiple sources, plot these on a dashboard using learning analytics, and pair these plots with narrative assessment. A CCC then reviews these data to create learning plans for residents and their coaches to consider, and to make summary judgements about advancement, promotion, and graduation. As in EPAC, residents are incentivized to get information about their performance because this data helps them create plans for improvement.

Building a record of programmatic assessment from training to practice
Truly successful CBME projects occur at the local level with intense evaluation of relevant downstream outcome measures that inform the entire process going forward. Learners and program designers receive ongoing guided feedback to continuously measure and improve outcomes. These programs follow the major tenants of programmatic assessment, an approach in which “routine information about the learner’s competence and progress is continually collected, analyzed and, where needed, complemented with purposively collected additional assessment information, with the intent to both maximally inform learners and their mentors.” EPAC and OPAs offer a possible blueprint for regulatory bodies to follow as they consider a developmental approach to accrediting and licensing while also determining who can continue and/or progress in practice.
Traveling across the continuum: education passports

Can we imagine then, an overarching “Education Passport” initiated at the beginning of medical school that provides evidence of readiness to travel across the boundaries between UME, GME, and the expanse of practice (Appendix A). An Education Passport could be housed on a cloud-based server that the student/physician could have access to from the first day of learning to the last day of practice (akin to a cell phone number that one may keep throughout life). At each stage of education and practice the student/physician would grant access to all entities that could provide data on performance. Using learning analytics,39,43,44 database managers would connect and display information over time that could be used by the student/physician and their assigned or chosen coaches and review committees. Each level of training and practice would consist of the data relevant for that level (e.g., tests for medical students, case logs for residents, quality outcomes and patient satisfaction for attending physicians), with each element mapped to an organizing principle such as CanMEDs roles,4 EPAs,45-47 or milestones48 for longitudinal performance tracking over time.41 In this way, the Education Passport could include all of the primary data, but also an easily digestible set of summary display options that can be quickly and succinctly reviewed.

Much of this infrastructure is already present in UME and GME, but not yet in practice, Post-training regulatory bodies will need to create the conditions of programmatic assessment (e.g., collecting peer assessment, clinical outcomes, and knowledge-based testing, etc.) to generate the data needed for learning trajectories and judgements. This information, housed in the cloud-based Education Passport, could serve as the infrastructure for individual learning plans (ILPs) guided by practice coaches, as well as the framework judgments made by peer review committees based on the concept of CCCs.

Stepping stones: extending growth and development into practice and licensure

Echoes of the concept of an Education Passport exits in other high risk, yet safe, industries such as aviation and nuclear power where pilots49 and engineers50 are monitored and tracked over time for continuing training and performance against clear criterion. In medicine, a critical first step in this direction will be to develop shared mental models51 of actual skill sets required for unsupervised practice (Appendix A). Current work on EPAs, CanMEDs and Milestones can serve as examples of this work.4,6 A key second step will be to determine how to interpret growth trajectories and set thresholds of competence. Third, regulatory bodies will need to determine how best to develop and/or approve peer assessment bodies modeled after CCCs. The fourth step will be to determine support structures for particular skills sets that should be worked on in practice. For example, the ability to engage in quality improvement is critical for upholding our commitment to the public as a self-regulating profession, but it is often poorly developed at the time of GME completion. This should not necessarily keep a trainee from completing a program if direct patient care skills are at a level of competence. If using the Education Passport and ILP, this information would be given by the graduate to those at the next stage involved in assessing these skills in practice (an educational handover). One may even consider graduating a resident who has more than one need for non-critical improvement. The combination of skill level and approach (humility, knowing limitations, self-awareness) would inform these decisions as well as the need for specific coaching within the practice setting. Even those who perform at a competent level for all EPAs should be expected to systematically work towards proficiency and expertise over time.

Once the infrastructure of data collection, coaching, and review are created in practice, the message from accrediting and regulatory bodies could be as follows:

- After review of the information in your Education Passport, we agree you need to demonstrate continued progress in X to reach the desired threshold for unsupervised practice.
- We want to work with you to continue to develop this skill
- We have activities that you can choose from to develop your skill in this cycle of maintenance of certification, or you can work with your coaches to develop an approach of your choosing
- These activities represent a continuous effort to develop your skills and abilities as part of your individual learning plan
learning, assessment, and certification must continue to grow as medicine changes. Examples like this will need to be tested for efficacy, and adjustments made as cycles of learning proceed without end.

Possible consequences

Accrediting and regulatory bodies may have a significant challenge in bringing these issues forward. Can the public understand the nuance of continual growth trajectories in their personal physicians when centuries of precedent promote the opposite, or will they see physicians who are always trying to improve as not meeting performance expectations? Can medical education make the transition to time variable, fixed outcome structures that will almost certainly result from these efforts? Do licensing bodies have the reach to influence and the willingness to collaborate with other organizations across all the steps in the pipeline? If we fail to address these questions, practitioners may come to distrust a new developmentally minded process, resent feedback opportunities, and demand yet another system change.54,55

Critics of CBME, the bedrock of what we are proposing, argue that supporters have yet to offer solid empirical evidence for the work.56 While some initial pilot CBME descriptions are robust, authors often frame limitations around implementation and interpretation.35,42,57,58 Indeed, we believe one common failure of CBME and other trajectory-based learning strategies is that we treat implementation as a technical problem rather than an adaptive challenge. We should avoid this trap. As defined, technical problems are easily identified, lend themselves to quick and easy solutions, can be solved by authorities or expertise, and require change within relatively small organizational boundaries.59-61 Technical solutions are implemented and solved quickly, often by edict.59-61 Adaptive challenges, on the other hand, are difficult to identify and require adjustments in values, beliefs and roles. Adaptive challenges require change in numerous places, often across organizational boundaries, and must involve local people to solve the problems faced there. Success requires multiple tests of change, takes a long time to implement, and cannot be settled by edict.59-61 Creating an Education Passport for a developmentally minded licensing process rooted in a culture that values continual growth over time is clearly an adaptive challenge.
Recommendations

Using these ideas as a starting place we offer the following recommendations for accrediting and regulatory bodies and others to consider in creating a developmentally minded licensing process.

1. Reorient the work of accrediting and regulating to be developmentally minded, fostering continual growth mindset and master adaptive learning
2. Create an Education Passport housed on a cloud server controlled by the student/physician over the course of training and practice
3. Develop streams of programmatic assessment for the Education Passport that capture valuable competencies over time
4. Map the primary data in the Education Passport to overarching frameworks such as CanMeds roles, EPAs, or milestones and use learning analytics for ease of display and analysis
5. Set clear criterion and expectations for performance over time
6. Provide coaching to practicing physicians for reflection on the data in the Education Passport
7. Form clinical review committees for practicing physicians that resemble developmentally minded CCCs, and share summary recommendations with physicians and their coaches for further learning
8. Collate global performance information for feedback to the entire system of learning and care
9. Establish a public communication strategy that manages the polarity between measuring growth and certifying performance to maximize public trust in the work
10. Approach the issue of introducing development as part of the accrediting and regulatory processes as an adaptive challenge

We believe that continual development after training is possible and necessary, and we hope these concepts will spur thinking and research in this area.
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Appendix A. Example of an Education Passport.

An education passport initiated at the beginning of medical school could provide evidence of readiness to travel across the boundaries between UME, GME, and the expanse of practice. In this model, assessment of learners generates data for clinical competency committees (CCC) to review to make judgments about both growth and performance. This information is then passed to coaches to help learners develop individualized learning plans in an iterative fashion until such time the competency committee determines the learner is ready for the next stage. Data are then transmitted into an Education Passport to be reviewed immediately upon entry into the next phase in the continuum, serving as the first next step in assessment. The entire cycle repeats itself with the Education Passport serving as a connector between phases of the continuum. Maintenance of Certification (MOC) once in practice should be determined by the data collected in the Education Passport. Overarching elements describing the necessary steps in creating the Education Passport system are listed at the bottom of the figure, and necessary conditions for all of this to happen are listed at the top. Abbreviations: CCC = clinical competency committee, ILP = individualized learning plan, MOC = maintenance of certification.
Appendix B. A ‘blue sky’ example of the planning stage of ‘planning, learning, assessing and adjusting’ for licensing bodies of the future.

The example here is a longitudinal developmental framework driven by specific and global needs informed by a preceding interconnected growth-based training continuum. The top section highlights that the training of physicians starts before medical school and extends into practice until retirement. Training and licensure must focus on growth mindset and master adaptive learning that includes feedback on performance aligned with coaching. The next section highlights that certification and accreditation trainee performance outcomes also include feedback to organizations for systems improvement. The bottom panel highlights that the competency domains might include communication, knowledge, and technical skills (among others) that grow from college to retirement with specific measurement points along the way. At each transition there will be summative assessment, but also a re-test of knowledge to ensure retention and transfer.